Quantum model of homogeneous and isotropic universe predicts logarithmic-law dependence of coordinate distance to source on redshift z which is in good agreement with type Ia supernovae and radio galaxies observations for the redshift range z = 0.01 − 1.8. Comparison with phenomenological models with dark energy in the form of cosmological constant and without dark energy component is made. Fluctuations of the cosmological scale factor about its average value which can arise in very early universe produce accelerating or decelerating expansions of space subdomains containing separate sources with high redshift whereas the universe as a whole expands at a steady rate.
Introduction
The high-redshift type Ia supernova (SN Ia) observations [1, 2, 3] can be explained by an accelerating expansion of the present-day universe [1, 2, 4, 5, 6] . Such conclusion assumes that observed dimming of the SNe Ia is hardly caused by physical phenomena non-related to overall expansion of the universe as a whole (see e.g. Refs. [3, 7] for discussion and review). Furthermore it is supposed that matter component of energy density in the universe ρ M varies with the expansion of the universe as a −3 (i.e. it has practically vanishing pressure, p M ≈ 0), where a is the cosmological scale factor, while mysterious cosmic fluid (so-called dark energy [8, 9] ) is describes by the equation of state p X = w X ρ X , where −1 ≤ w X ≤ − 1 3 [4, 5] . In the models with cosmological constant (ΛCDM) one has w X = −1 [3, 4, 5] , while in general case w X may vary with time (models with quintessence) [5, 6] . Even if baryon component decreases as a −3 (pressure of baryons may be neglected due to their relative small amount in the universe), for dark matter such dependence on the scale factor may not hold. Since the contribution from all baryons into the total energy density does not exceed 4 % [10] , the evolution of the universe is determined mainly by the properties of dark matter and dark energy. The models of dark energy [4, 5, 8] show explicitly unusual behaviour of this component during the expansion of the universe.
In the present letter we notice that quantum model of homogeneous and isotropic universe proposed in Refs. [11, 12] allows to explain the observed coordinate distances to SNe Ia and radio galaxies (RGs) in wide redshift range.
Coordinate distance to source
According to quantum model [11, 12] the universe can be both in quasistationary states (in the range of values of a limited by the barrier formed by the interaction between the gravitational field and matter represented by a scalar field) and in continuum states. Quasistationary states are the most interesting, since the universe in such states can be characterized by the set of standard cosmological parameters [12] . The wavefunction of quasistationary state as a function of a has a sharp peak and it is concentrated mainly in the region limited by the barrier. It can be normalized (cf. Ref. [13] ) and used for calculations of expectation values of operators corresponding to observed parameters within the lifetime of the universe.
If one considers the average value of the scale factor a in the state with large quantum numbers, enumerating the states of gravitational (n) and scalar (s) fields, as determining the scale factor in classical approximation, then from functional equation of quantum model for the wavefunction [11, 12] 
where ρ is the mean total energy (including the contribution from relativistic matter) in the universe in the states n ≫ 1 and s ≫ 1, and length and density are measured in units l P = 2G/(3π) and ρ P = 3/(8πGl 2 P ) respectively. In matter dominated universe the density ρ equals to where the coefficient γ = 193/12 arises in calculation of expectation value for operator of energy density of scalar field and takes into account its kinetic and potential terms. It yields a value for density parameter: Ω = 1.066, i.e. the universe in highly excited states is spatially flat (to within about 7 %). This value of Ω agrees with existing astrophysical data for the present-day universe [14] .
From (1) and (2) we find the Hubble constant H = (1/ a ) d a /dt as a function of cosmological redshift z = (a 0 / a ) − 1, where a 0 is a scale factor at the present epoch,
Then the dimensionless coordinate distance H 0 r(z) to source at redshift z, where r(z)
L is the luminosity distance, (see Refs. [4, 7, 15, 16 ]) for a flat universe obeys the logarithmic law
The dimensionless coordinate distances to the SNe Ia and RGs obtained in Ref. (Fig. 3 ). The quantum model predicts the coordinate distance to SN 1997ff at z ∼ 1.7 which is very close to observed value (see Fig. 1 ). In the range z ≤ 0.2 three above mentioned models give in fact the same result.
In Ref.
[7] a conclusion is drawn that the model of dark energy with w X = − implying ρ X ∼ a −2 agrees with the recent CMB observations made by WMAP as well as with the high redshift supernovae Ia data. Such a universe is decelerating. In our quantum model the total dark matter/energy varies as a −2 . Its negative pressure compensates for action of gravitational attraction and the universe as a whole expands at a steady speed. 
Quantum fluctuations of scale factor
Deviations of H 0 r(z) from the law (4) towards both larger and smaller distances for some supernovae can be explained by the local manifestations of quantum fluctuations of scale factor about a which arose in the Planck epoch (t ∼ 1) due to finite width of quasistationary states. As it is shown in Refs. [11, 12] such fluctuations can cause the formation of nonhomogeneities of matter density which have grown with time into the observed large scale structures in the form superclusters and clusters of galaxies, galaxies themselves etc. Let us consider the influence of mentioned fluctuations on visible positions of supernovae.
The position of quasistationary state E n can be determined only approximately, E n → E n + δE n , where |δE n | ∼ Γ n , Γ n is the width of the state. The scale factor of the universe in the n-th state can be found only with uncertainty,
where the deviation δa ≷ 0 is determined by both the value δE n and the time of its formation [11, 12] . Since Γ n is exponentially small for the states n ≫ 1, the fluctuations δE n in the very early universe are the main source for δa. The calculations demonstrate that the lowest quasistationary state has the parameters E 0 = 2.62 and Γ 0 = 0.31 (in dimensionless units). The lifetime of such universe is τ ∼ Γ −1 0 ∼ 3. Within this time the nonzero fluctuations of scale factor with relative deviation equal e.g. to δa a 0.042 at t = 1 and δa a 0.067 at t = 2 (6) can be formed in the universe. Such fluctuations of the scale factor cause in turn the fluctuations of energy density ρ which can result in formation of structures with corresponding linear dimensions under the action of gravitational attraction. For example, for the current value a ∼ 10 28 cm the dimensions of large-scale fluctuations δa 130 Mpc and δa 200 Mpc correspond to relative deviations (6) . On the order of magnitude these values agree with the scale of superclusters of galaxies. Let us note that the largest scale of nonhomogeneities of the matter density in visible part of the universe can reach theoretically the value δa ∼ 300 Mpc corresponding to |δa/ a | ∼ 0.12 at t = 3. However the probability of these fluctuations is small because of large probability of tunneling of the universe into the region of continuous spectrum from the lowest state with n = 0 for such time.
If one assumes that just the fluctuations δa cause the deviations of the positions of the sources from the law (4), then it is possible to estimate the values of relative deviations δa/ a from the observed values H 0 r(z). The fluctuations of scale factor (5) generate the changes of coordinate distances,
Relative deviations δa/ a calculated from observed coordinate distances (central values) for some type Ia supernovae are shown in Table 1 . The supernovae better described by the ΛCDM-model are placed in Group 1. All shown supernovae have negative relative deviations with absolute values within the limits of (6) . The only exception is SN 1997ck at z = 0.970. The supernova 1997ff at z ∼ 1.7 which has coordinate distance close to prediction of quantum model (4) is located in Group 2. It has small positive relative deviation within the bounds of (6). The sources described by the model with Ω M = 1 are shown in Group 3. They have positive relative deviations and their values agree with (6) as well. In Group 4 one can find four supernovae with coordinate distances which are not described by any above mentioned model even with the regard for observation errors. The values δa/ a for two of them (see Table 1 ) satisfy the estimations (6). For SNe 1997ck (Group 1) and 1995ar (Group 4) the values of relative deviations are close to maximal possible value |δa/ a | ∼ 0.12, but with regard for uncertainty of measurements [15] they may have δa/ a = −0.048 and δa/ a = −0.061 respectively. The supernova 1997K at z = 0.592 is characterized by too sharp negative relative deviation even in comparison with the largest possible fluctuations of the scale factor. If one takes into account uncertainty of measurements and accept for distance the value H 0 r(z) = 0.651 [15] then the corresponding deviation δa/ a = −0.17 will still exceed the relative deviation at t = 3. The same analysis one can make for RGs as well.
Thus the observed faintness of the SNe Ia can in principle be explained by the logarithmic-law dependence of coordinate distance on redshift in generalized form (7) which takes into account the fluctuations of scale factor about its average value. These fluctuations can arise in very early universe and grow with time into observed deviations of the coordinate distances of separate SNe Ia at the high redshift. They produce accelerating or decelerating expansions of space subdomains containing such sources whereas the universe as a whole expands at a steady rate.
